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ABSTRACT 
In computing the dynamic response of a connected system with multiple components having dissimilnr h i p i n g  

characteristics, which is often referred to as nonclassicnlly damped system such as nuclear power p h t  piping system 
supported by stiff structures, one needs to define the system-level damping based upon the drunping information of 
components. This is frequently done in practice using approximate methods expressed as composite modal damping with 
weighting functions. However, when the difference in damping among components is substant4 the composite modal 
damping may become inappropriate in the characterization of the damping behavior of such systems. In recent years, 
several new methods have emerged with the expechtion that they could produce more exact system-level drunping for a 
group of nonchsically damped structures which are comprised of components that possess classid modal darnping. In 
this paper, an ovmiew is presented to examine these methods in the light of their theoretical basis, the technical merits, 
and pnctical applications. To this end, a synthesis method is described, which was shown to reduce to the other methods 
in the literature. 

INTRODUCTION 
The dynamic analysis of complex, connected systems, such as nuclear power plant piping systems supported by stiff 

structures, is an involved prmess particularly when components of the system have dissimilar damping characteristics, and 
are connected at multiple locations. The difficulties involved in computing the dynamic response of so called non- 
classically damped systems are assaiaed with devising mdhemdical formulations of system-level h i p i n g  behavior based 
on damping information of components. In the past, approximate methods (Ref. 1 , 2 , 3 , 4  and 5). often expressed as 
composite modal damping with some weighting functions, were frequently used to treat the nonclassic.ffly damped 
systems in a manner similar to systems having classical dnmping. However, these approximate niethods may introduce 
errors, especially when the damping is significantly different among components of the system. In recent ycus, many new 
methods have emerged with the expectation that they would provide better solutions for the seismic response of non- 
classically dnmped systems. The majority of these methods evolved from the Foss method (Ref. 6) which is based on 
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complex eigenvalue solution. Application of these new methods. however, requires determination of system-level damping 
matrices for nonclassicnlly damped systems. 

In this paper, an overview on fomiulations that may produce a rigorous explicit dxiiping 111:itrix for nonc1:nsically 
ctunped systems is presented. In order to evaluate various techniques found in the literature more effectively, a synthesis 
formulition is fnst dewibed. Compnrisons may then be made between the synthesis apprmch md other;, so that the bases, 
assumptions, and formulations utilized by various methods, similarities md differences. as well 3s their applications can 
be clearly delineated. Consequently, some useful insights may be gnined that niay help with the applications of these Foss- 
based new methods in the industry. 

This paper is organized in four sections. The synthesis fonnulation for the system-level damping matrix for non- 
classidly damped systems is presented in Section 2. In Section 3, an overview is provided on other methods found in the 
literature, their assumptions, formulations and applications in comparison with the synthesis formulation. Fin.ffly. 
conclusions are drawn in Section 4. 

SYNTHESIS FORMULATION OF SYSTEM-LEVEL DAMPING MATRIX 
The synthesis formulation of the system-level damping matrices for nonclassically damped structures is based on the 

concept of modal synthesis developed by Hurty (Ref. 7), who proposed an approach that uses properties of separate 
components of a structural system to synthesize the system properties. In the prwess of synthesis, the motions of individual 
components may be expressed in generalized coordinates that are defined by three displacement modes: “rigid-body”, 
“constraint”, and “normal“ modes. To relate component disphenients in genernlized coordinates to the system coordinate 
displacements, a transformation matrix may be established by imposing on components the requirement of system 
continuity that give rise to equations of displacement compatibility at the connections between components. Given 
properties of components associated with these three modes. the system properties may readily be obtained through the 
trnnsformation matrix. The process of combining the component damping matrices into a system-level damping matrix 
is fwst described, followed by the formulation for the component damping matrices. 

System-Level Dampine Matrix 
The equations of motion for a linear, viscoushiiped system, may be expressed as: 

M U + C U + K U = Cr‘t) 

Where M, C md K are the mass. damping, and stiffness matrices of the system, respectively, md Q(t) is a vector of time 
dependent forces; U is the displacement vector relative to the fured base of the system. A dot over U represents a derivative 
with respect to time. 

Suppose that the system under consideration is comprised of multiple interconnected components. S u n h  to Equation 
( I ) ,  the equations of motion for each component when unconnected to others may be written in teniis of component 
coordinates as follows: 

M, Us + Cs Us + K, Us =Us (t) (2) 

In the above equation, the subscript s denotes the s component properties. Suppose that there are n independent system 
coordinates for U and m component coordinates for U,. A trmsfoniiation matrix can be easily constructed to rehte Us to 
U. Denoting this transformation matrix by f!,, the following equation is obtained 

u s = B ,  u 
In equation (3), the matrix f!. has dunensions of rn x n. Elements in the matrix PI niay be expressed as f!sll, in which 
superscript i represents an index for the component coordinates and superscript j represents an index for the system 
coordinates. When m i component coordinate u3i of us corresponds to a j system coordinate uj of U, Psi] equals one, 
otherwise f!,” equals zero. 

The transfonnation represented by Equation (3) may be substituted in Equation (2). which is then pre-multiplied by 
the transpose off!$, yielding 
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(4) 

Suppose that a connected system under consideration consists of N components and the equations of motion for each 
component may be transformed into the system coordinates as given in Equation (4). The equations of motion of the 
connected system can then be obtained by summation of Equation (4) for all N components, leading to 

N N 

s=l s=l s=l 5-1 

Comparing Equation (5) to Equation (1) leads to the following relationships: 

i BsTMSBs U + B:CsSs U + E BsTKsPs U = E BsTUs ( t )  

M = E  BsTMSBS 
s=l 

and 

Equations (63) - (6d) complete the process of combining the component property matrices into system-level property 
matrices. This process of synthesizing the system-level properties is accomplished through application of the component 
transformation matrix @.. 

However, the equations (6a) - (6d) only consider connections that ;re perfectly joined by components, which is not 
always true in real world. In other words, there is always some portion of energy escaping at the interconnections or 
supports. In order to simulate energy dissipation v u  supports or connections, the method of using physical elements for 
interconnections, as delinated by Singh (Ref. 8). is employed. The effect of such energy loss on the system damping may 
be denoted by AC that can be d d e d  to the system daniping matrix C in Equation (6b), leading to: 

N 

s=l 
C= BST C, 8, +AC (7) 

Once the type and number of connecting elements are determined for the system, AC can readily be obtained using 
conventional assembling techniques. To illustrate the technique, onedimensional dampers are used as interconnecting 
elements. Suppose that the components are connected by Lc dampers, and the damper coefficient is designated by c d .  The 
damping matrix for oh damper may be written 3s 

AC, = Cd [ I  
- 1  1 

and AC is readily assembled as 

L 

n-1 
AC= $Ac, 
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Component Dampinq Matrix 
In this section, a synthesis formulation of the component damping matrix C, is described. The fonnulation is derived 

based upon the fmedconstnint modal synthesis method. 3s presented hy Hurty (Ref. 7)  who estihlished the component 
displacement functions by incorporating three types of independent vibration mechanisms, namely, “rigid body”, 
“constraint”, and “normal“ modes. in the component kinematics. The ngid hody modes are included to provide for the 
component rigid hody response; the constmint modes are included to treat redundancies clue to interconnections; the 
component responses relative to the connections are detemiined by the normal modes. The displacement functions 
generated in this manner are sufficient to allow for a complete description of component internal nnd boundary 
clisplacemen ts. 

In accordance with the method, the component displacement functions or modes xe divided into three categories: rigid 
hody modes. constraint modes, and normal modes. The rigid body modes are associated with motion of the component 
that is constr‘ained hy the statically determinate constraint system, the constraints heing the points of the component 
interconnections with other components or h o u n h e s .  The component displacement functions attributed to rigid body 
modes are produced by giving each detenninate constraint in turn a unit displacement, while keeping all redundant 
constnints free. Obviously, in a rigid hody mode. the component undergoes &placement without deforniation. In general. 
six independent rigid hody displacement modes exist. The rigid hody &pLicement vector is designated by ur, and the rigid 
hody displacernent function by 9 ~ ~ .  

The constraint modes are associated with motion of the component that is controlled hy redundant constraint system, 
the constraints heing categorized as redundant or indeterminate as per their associated forces. The component 
disphcernent functions representing the constrnint modes .are produced hy giving mch redundant constmint in turn a unit 
displacement while holding all other constr.aints fmed including the constraints associated with rigid hody modes. The 
displacement functions associated with the modes produced hy these two constraint mechanisms fully describe the 
component displacements associated with the component boundary motions. The number of constraint modes is equal 
to the number of component redundant constmink The constrant displacement vector is designated uc, and the constnint 
JispLicement functions hy c p ~ ‘ .  

Having provided for the displacements sssociated with constraint movements. it only remnins to provide for component 
displacements relitive to the constraints. For this purpose. the free vihration modes of the component with all fmed 
constmain&, or the normal modes, are used. The normal modes are particularly well suited, as they are a complete, 
independent set. As they are infmite in numher. for continuous systems it is usual to characterize the component with a 
truncated set. increasing the set size 3s more ,xcuncy is desired. For a discrete system, as described in the previous section, 
one may use a complete set of modes or a subset. assuming that modes heing  exclude^ are considered undamped. The 
normal displacement vector is designated u”. the nonn3 displacement functions hy q ~ ” .  

The vector displacement of any point on the component may be computed by superimposing the displacements: 

u = ur + uc + un (10) 

or expressed in tenns of the displacement functions: 

where. the summations are taken over all the rigid hody modes. constraint modes, and nonnd modes, respectively. The 
p‘s are generalized coordinates expressing the magnitude of the functions, is., the participation fLwtors. 

With the aid of Equation (1 I ) ,  the displacements of the component as a discrete system may he expressed in matrix fonn 
as: 

Equation ( 1  2) may also he written in partitioned form as: 
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= 0, P, 

Equation (1 3) provides a transformation for the component between physical coordinates to the generalized coordinates 
defined by the three modes. Note also that the generalized coordinates in P, for the three modes are independent of each 
other. And for convenience, Us in Equation (1 3) are manged in a similar order, i.e.: 

in which, the subscripts sr, sc and sn represent the nodal displacements of the component that are associated with the 
determinate constraints for rigid body modes, redundant constmints for constnint modes, and nonnal modes, respectively. 

In Equation ( 1  3). the modal matrix cp for rigid body motions is developed by simple application of rigid body mechanics. 
The construction is columnwise, the i" column being the vector of mass point rigid body displacements produced by the 
unit displacement of the i" determinate constraint. The matrix has a maximum column order of six and a row order equal 
to the number of mass degrees of freedom in the component. 

The development of the constnint n 1 . k  cpc requires a consideration of the component stiffness chaacteristics. Either 
matrix force or displacement techniques may be employed in its construction. The i" column is the vector of mass point 
displacements produced by the unit displacement of the i" redundant constraint, dl other constraints being I\# Id fmed. The 
matrix has a column order equal to the number of component redundant constraints and a row order equal to the number 
of mass degrees of freedom in the component. The determinate constraints associated with the rigid body modes are 
unaffected by the constraint modes. Therefore, elements in tp that correspond to the determinant constraints are set equal 
to zero. 

The normal mode matrix is formed by free vibration eigenvectors of the component with $all constmints futed, assembled 
columnwise into the usual modal matrix; the i" column corresponding to the i" natural frequency. The matrix column 
order is equal to the number eigenvectors used; the TOW order, equal to the number of mass degrees of freedom. Since only 
the degrees of freedom associated with the normal modes are affected, both the deterininate constraints associated with 
the rigid body m o w  md redundant constmints assoiiated with the constnint modes are unaffected. Therefore, elements 
in cpn that are associated with all constraints ctre set equal to zero. 

Let us apply the transformation 0, to Equation (2), and pre-multiply it by the transpose of Os, yielding the following 
relationship: 

- c, is the damping matrix defmed in the generalized coordinates, and may be expressed in a diagonalized matrix in terms 
of modal damping associated with the three independent displacement modes. It follows that: 
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1 C r  
CC 

Cn 

where, Cr and C, are the damping matrices associated with the rigid body modes and the constraint modes, and C. is the 
modal chiping matrix assockited with the normal modes. If the total number of degrees of freedom of the component in 
the nonnal modes is denoted by n., the damping ntio. natural mode and natunl circular frequency associated with the L 
th normal mode are denoted by 5,, 9, and w,, respectively, then Cn is readily determined by: 

where, rnl is some reference mass, so that Cn has units of Ib-sec/ in, consistent with the units of C,. 

The transformation matrix Os in Equation (13) may be rewritten in terms of influence functions as: 

In Equation ( I  8). Irr is an identity rnatrix with dimension equal to the total number of the degrees of freedom associated 
with rigid body modes; Lc is an identity matrix with dimension equal to the total number of the degrees of freedom 
associated with the constraint modes; ip,,, is the matrix of eigenvectors associated with the nornial modes; Trc .and Tm 
are matrices of influence functions representing displacements induced in turn by unit displacement in each of the rigid 
body degrees of freedom. Elements in T,, and Tin may be expressed as: 

Simihrly, TCn is 3 mafix of influence function representing displacements induced in turn by unit displacement in each 
of the redundant constraint DOF associated with the constraint modes, while keeping all other constraints futed, and its 
elements may be expressed as: 

With dl the influence functions defmed, the damping matrix C, of the component is readily obtained by inverting 
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Equation (1 5 ) .  yielding: 1 c s l l  ‘512 cs13]  

c,  = c s 2 2  c s 2 3  

in which, 

Equation (21) completes the formulation of the damping matrix for the component. Another point that should be made 
here is that when applying the method described above to a multiply connected system, one needs exercise his engineering 
judgement in modeling component constraints. For instance. in a primary-secondary (P-S) system, such as piping systems 
supported by a stiff structure. the structure (Pcomponent) is usually very stiff and massive comparing to the piping (S- 
component). In such m e ,  the constraints due to interconnections must be all included as the constmint modes of motion 
in computing the damping matrix for the Scomponent. However, it would be a grave error if one does the same for the 
Pcomponent, because the interconnections will not play M appreciable role in restraining the motiom of the P-component, 
therefore should be neglected all together in determining its damping matrix. 

LITERATURE REVIEW OF EXISTING METHODS AND THEIR COMPARISON TO SYNTHESIS 
METHOD 

Literature review WM performed resulting in four methods for computing the explicit damping matrix for nonchsically 
damped systems. These methods are: 1) Pajuhesh-Hadjim method (Ref. 9); 2) Gupta method (Ref. 10, 11); 3) Singh 
method (Ref. 8); and 4) Clough method (Ref. 12). Except for the Clough method which treats only non-proportionally 
damped structures based on the Rayleigh damping assumption for the substructures, the other three methods are dl based 
on the assumption that components possess classical modal damping, therefore by converting the component modal 
damping mabices and considering interface compatibility, the system damping matrix may readily be constructed. Although 
the concept of the Clough method is straightforward, its application is rather limited and therefore will not be discussed 
further. In what follows. the emphasis will be focused on the rest of the three methods and their comparison to the 
synthesis approach. 

Paiuhesh-Hadiian Method 
Under this method, the damping matrix is first obtained for the free-free model established for each component 

possessing classical damping, m d  then the component damping matrices are assembled to form the system darnping 
matrix. The latter pwt is similar to the approach desaibed in the previous section, except that the energy dissipation v h  
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interconnections and supports were not considered in the Paju hesh-Hadjiul method. 

The algorithm for the component damping derived by Pajuhesh-Hadjim assumed that the component’s motion is 
superimposed by the fixed base modal solution plus the base’s rigid body motion. The system damping matrix generated 
in this manner is rigorous for a system that has its components interconnected via a single location. Because of the 
inclusion of rigid body motion, this method is advannhgeous in modehg soil-structure systems where the soil-structure 
interaction Ctvnping may he incorporated by the damping associrttal the rigid body motion. However, because of the single- 
point attachment assumption, the Pajuhesh and Hndjim algorithm may not be applicable to systems that have their 
components interconnected at multiple locations. In these cses.  methods that can incorporate multiple constraint 
conditions in the component’s Lamping formulition should be used. 

Furthennore, it can be a i l y  demonstrated that the Pajuhesh-Hadjim method is a special case of the synthesis 
formulation. By removing the terms that are related to the redundant constraint modes from Equation (21). Le., 

the synthesis formulation LF then effectively reduced to 

Which is same M derived by the Pajuhesh-Had@ method. 

Gupta Method 
There are two steps in formulating the system damping matrix by the Gupta method. First, the damping matrix of a 

component with dl its constraints fmed is directly ohtiined from the component’s fmedconstraint modal solution, 
assumir- the component is chssicdly damped under the fmedconstmint conditions. The second step is to transform the 
component damping matrix to the system coordinates by a system transformation matrix. This transformation matrix is 
obtained through a set of equations of static constraints to provide kinematic dependencies relating the motion of the 
component to other components that constrain it via the constraints, which is similar to the constraint modes utilized in 
the synthesis method. 

For multiply consbahed components. the Gupnh method applies the fmedconstmint modal solutions 3s opposed to the 
Pajuhesh-Hndjim method which uses fmed-base modal solution, and it reduces to the Pajuhesh-Hadjim method if a 
component is constrained via a single-point. Unlike the synthesk method, the Gupta’s model for the component motion 
seems to only include the damping associated with the normal modes and the hemat ic  effects of the constraint modes. 
It does not consider the damping ~ s o c i a t d  the constraint modes and the rigid hody modes as descrihed in the synthesis 
method. It M he shown that by deleting the terms asso~5ated with the rigid body modes, treating the associated constmints 
the same M other redundant constraints, and removing the damping associated with both rigid body and constmint modes 
in the synthesis formuhtion, the component damping matrix as given in Equation (21) Lq effectively reduced to: 

In Equation (25), The influence function Tcn includes effects of dl constrnints on the component. It is readily seen that 
C, given by Equation (25) is identical to the damping matrix derived by Gupta (Kef. 12). Note that in the Gupta 
fonnuhtion, the symbol Us, is used in place of Tcn. 
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Singh Method 
Unlike the aforementioned methods including the synthesis approach, which consider to different degrees the component 

constraint conditions in the damping formuhtion, the treatment by the Singh method for the component damping makes 
use of the he-free attachment modal solutions. The component damping matrices will then be connected together with 
physical elements. The contribution due to these connecting physical elements is included in the system darnping matrix 
by the AC as in Equation (7). 

The aspect of using physical elements to interconnect the components in the Singh method, which is also employed by 
the synthesis method, is quite useful, especdy for systems that exhibit considerable energy dissipation at the connections 
or p u n d  supports. These energy dissipntion behaviors can be effectively modeled with physical elements such as dampers 
as illustrated in the synthesis method. 

On the other hand. because of the mumption of the free-free attachment conditions for the component damping utilized 
by the Singh method, the component damping computed in this manner, therefore, may not be consistent with the actual 
constraint conditions for the component. Consequently, if a modal h i p i n g  is sensitive to the component constraint 
conditions. the component damping matrix computed by the Singh method could be different. Therefore, despite its 
advantage in employing physical elements for interconnections, the application of the Singh method may be limited. 

CONCLUSIONS 
In this paper. a general fonnuhtion for computing explicit h n p i n g  matrices for multiply connected. nonclassicdy 

damped systems was frst summarized. The fonnuhtion was developed based on the synthesis approach, published by 
Hurty (Ref. 7), and the technique by Singh (Ref. 8) for incorporating the energy dissipation at connections of the system. 
This is followed by a review of the methods in the literature that treat explicit damping matrices for n o n c h s i d y  dmnpd 
systems. Four methods were identified. Except for the Clough method. which only deals with non-proportionally darnped 
systems, the other three methods are capable of treating systems that have c h s i c d y  damped components. The latter 
methods were reviewed and discussed with respect to their h i s .  assumptions, and applications. as well as their Limitations. 
Coniparisons were also in.& between these methods and the synthesis method, and the synthesis method appears more 
general and considers much broader aspects of the darnping characteristics associated with multiply connected systems 
with components having dissimilar damping. 
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